Abstract. The query-performance prediction task is estimating retrieval effectiveness in the absence of relevance judgments. The task becomes highly challenging over the Web due to, among other reasons, the effect of low quality (e.g., spam) documents on retrieval performance. To address this challenge, we present a novel prediction approach that utilizes queryindependent document-quality measures. While using these measures was shown to improve Web-retrieval effectiveness, this is the first study demonstrating the clear merits of using them for query-performance prediction. Evaluation performed with large scale Web collections shows that our methods post prediction quality that often surpasses that of state-of-the-art predictors, including those devised specifically for Web retrieval.
Introduction
The effectiveness of retrieval systems can radically vary across queries [23] . Hence, there has been a large body of work on devising query-performance prediction methods [5] . These methods estimate the effectiveness of a search performed in response to a query when no relevance judgments are available. In this paper, we focus on devising improved query-performance predictors for Web search.
Query-performance variability on the Web can be significantly higher than that for "clean", non-adversarial, retrieval settings (e.g., newswire corpora). For example, some queries might be the target of search engine optimization (SEO) efforts. Hence, rankings for these queries can be severely biased by SEO attempts. Furthermore, there are many pages on the Web which are not spam yet bear very little content. These pages can still be ranked high in result lists due to queryterms occurrence; e.g., pages containing tables that include only keywords which are not informative in their own right [2] .
Given these observations, we devise a query-performance prediction approach that utilizes query-independent document quality measures. These measures include the probability that the document is not spam as determined by a spam classifier; its PageRank score [4] ; and, estimates of the "richness" of the language used in the page. Thus, while using document-quality measures was shown to improve search effectiveness [29, 28, 2] , we study their utilization for the performance prediction task. Specifically, we devise predictors that are based on the following premise. All other factors being equal, retrieved lists that contain documents of high quality should be assigned with relatively higher effectiveness estimates than those assigned to lists containing documents of lower quality.
The experimental results we present attest to the merits of our prediction approach. For example, the prediction quality is often substantially better than that of state-of-the-art predictors including those devised specifically for Web retrieval.
Related Work
Post-retrieval query-performance predictors use information induced from the result list of the most highly ranked documents [5] . Our prediction methods integrate several state-of-the-art post-retrieval predictors with document-quality estimates. The resulting prediction quality substantially transcends that of using the post-retrieval predictor alone. It was recently shown [12] that some preretrieval predictors [25] , which only use the query and corpus-based information, can outperform state-of-the-art post-retrieval predictors over a large scale Web corpus; namely, Category B of ClueWeb [7] . We show that our methods outperform these pre-retrieval predictors for both categories (A and B) of ClueWeb.
Variants of the Clarity predictor [9] were suggested for query-performance prediction on the Web [13] . We demonstrate the substantial prediction-quality merits of our method with respect to one such effective variant.
The coherence and dispersion of the result list, quantified using several measures, were suggested as query-independent indicators for retrieval effectiveness [6, 22, 14] . We study the resultant prediction quality of using a list coherence indicator in our approach.
The dissimilarity between the result list and a list induced using only queryindependent document quality measures was suggested as a query performance predictor [3] . Experiments we conducted with this approach (actual results are omitted as they convey no additional insight) showed that it is by far less effective than the prediction method we propose here that uses document quality measures in a completely different way. This finding resonates with the arguments made in [3] with respect to other post-retrieval predictors outperforming this past approach [3] . Indeed, these predictors are shown here to be substantially outperformed by our approach.
Prediction Approach
Suppose that a retrieval method is employed upon a corpus of documents D in response to query q. The goal of query-performance predictors is estimating the effectiveness of the resultant ranking when no relevance judgments are available. As in previous work on post-retrieval prediction [5] , the prediction methods we present analyze D [k] q -the result list of the k most highly ranked documents.
That is, the goal is predicting the effectiveness of D [k] q with respect to the information need expressed by q.
The prediction methods that we devise utilize query independent documentquality measures. These measures include, for example, the PageRank score [4] of a document and the probability that the document is not spam as estimated by a spam classifier. In Section 3.2 we present the quality measures we use. The fundamental premise is that the higher the quality of documents in D [k] q , although measured in a query-independent way, the higher D [k] q 's predicted effectiveness should be. The estimated quality of D
The List-Quality-Based Approach
Let P basic be some post-retrieval predictor applied upon the result list D [k] q . In Section 3.3 we discuss several such previously proposed predictors. We use
q ) to denote the prediction value. This value reflects the likelihood that the result list D [k] q satisfies the information need expressed by q. To motivate the use of document-quality measures as an additional source of evidence for query-performance prediction, we consider the following case in point. Many post-retrieval predictors are based on an analysis of the retrieval scores in D [k] q [21, 10, 27, 18] . More specifically, the underlying premise of several of these predictors [10, 27, 18] , which might be implicit, is that retrieval scores reflect surface-level document-query similarities. Over the Web, these similarities can be severely affected by search engine optimization (SEO) efforts; for example, keyword stuffing [11] . Specifically, some of the documents in D [k] q that exhibit high query similarity can even be complete spam [17, 8] . Other documents, for example, can contain tables with the query terms [2] , but with no additional significant content that can satisfy any information needs. Thus, prediction based solely on retrieval scores, specifically, those reflecting document-query similarities, can fall short.
The observations just stated give rise to the premise posted above that the prediction value for a result list that contains high quality documents should be relatively high. Now, the query-independent result-list quality measure, F (D q ) so as to bias the prediction in favor of lists containing high quality documents. Specifically, we define the list-quality-based predictor, LQ, as:
LQ considers D
to be effective to the extent that (i) it is estimated to be effective by the basic predictor P basic ; and, (ii) it contains documents that are estimated, using query-independent measures, to be of high quality.
Quality Measures
Spam Spam documents are prevalent on the Web and can quite degrade retrieval effectiveness [17, 2, 8] 
The following is a key observation which is novel to this study. We can apply retrieval effectiveness measures upon D [k] q by considering documents deemed non-spam as "relevant" and documents deemed spam as "non-relevant". Specifically, we adapt, in spirit, the average precision measure. Yet, we do not apply normalization with respect to the number of "relevant" (i.e., non-spam) documents in the corpus, as the more non-spam documents there are in D [k] q , and the higher these are ranked, the higher D q is:
The additional document-quality measures we discuss below are used in the LQ predictor for estimating D
q ). The measures are computed only for documents d ∈ D NS -i.e., documents considered as non-spam. Indeed, experiments reveal -actual numbers are omitted as they convey no additional insight -that this practice yields better prediction quality than that of computing the measures upon all the documents in D
Stopwords. The number of stopwords in a Web page was recently proposed as a document quality measure [2] . Increased number is assumed to imply "rich" use of language, and consequently, high quality. Using this quality measure was shown to improve retrieval effectiveness [2] . We use f SW 1 (d) to denote the fraction of the stopwords on the INQUERY list that appear in d. f SW 2 (d) denotes the ratio of the number of stopwords to non-stopwords in d.
Document Entropy.
The next quality measure we consider is the entropy of the term distribution in a document [15, 2] . High entropy potentially implies to the richness of language used in the document. Low entropy indicates that the term distribution is concentrated around a few terms; hence, potentially less information needs can be satisfied by the document. Formally,
p(w|d) is the probability assigned to term w by a language model induced from d. Language-model induction details are provided in Section 4.1.
Inter-document Similarities. The coherence of a result list, measured for example by using inter-document similarities [6, 22] , was argued to be correlated with retrieval effectiveness. Accordingly, we define the IDS quality measure for document d as its average similarity with (non-spam) documents in D NS : 
Basic Predictors
We use a wide variety of basic predictors. Many of these were shown to post state-of-the-art prediction quality [5] . None of these predictors utilizes documentquality measures.
The Clarity [9] predictor (Clr in short) measures the KL divergence between a (relevance) language model induced from D [k] q and that induced from the corpus. The higher the divergence, the more focused D [k] q is assumed to be; consequently, retrieval is presumed to be more effective. We also use a variant of Clr, IClr, which was proposed for noisy Web settings [13] ; specifically, only the terms that appear in less than p% of all documents in the corpus are considered when inducing D [k] q 's language model; p is a free parameter.
The WIG predictor [27] is based on the premise that the higher the difference between the mean retrieval score in D
, and the retrieval score of the corpus 1 , the more effective the retrieval:
S core(x; q) is the retrieval score assigned to x in response to q; query-length (|q|) normalization serves to ensure inter-query compatibility of prediction values. The NQC predictor [18] measures the standard deviation of retrieval scores in D [k] q :
normalization with respect to the corpus retrieval score serves to ensure interquery compatibility of prediction values. It was argued [18] that increased standard deviation of retrieval scores is correlated with potentially decreased query drift in D
q , and hence, with improved retrieval. The query feedback (QF) [27] predictor measures the number of documents that are among the ν qf most highly ranked both in D [k] q and by a ranking induced over the corpus using a relevance language model induced from D [k] q ; ν qf is a free parameter. The higher the number of shared documents, the less "noise" D [k] q is considered to exhibit; accordingly, the retrieval is presumed to be more effective.
The UEF prediction framework [19] is based on the following principle. A relevance language model is induced from D [k] q and is used to re-rank it. Then, the similarity between D q and its re-ranking (measured using Pearson correlation), scaled by this confidence level, presumably attests to D [k] q 's effectiveness. To instantiate a specific predictor from the UEF framework, we used QF for the basic predictor P, because this resulted in better prediction quality than that of using the other basic predictors to this end; namely, Clr, IClr, NQC, and WIG.
Evaluation

Experimental Setup
Our experiments were conducted with the ClueWeb collection [7] . We used (i) the entire English subset, which includes about 500 million pages (Category A); and, (ii) the first 50 million English pages (Category B
. Thus, we have 6 basic experimental settings, denoted ClueWeb-09A, ClueWeb-10A, ClueWeb-11A, ClueWeb-09B, ClueWeb-10B, and ClueWeb-11B, with A and B indicating the ClueWeb category used, and 09/10/11 indicating the TREC's query set. We applied Krovetz stemming and stopword removal upon queries (but not over documents) using the INQUERY list, via the Indri toolkit (www.lemurproject.org), which was also used for retrieval.
The first document result list for which we predict effectiveness using the methods we proposed is denoted QL. The list is retrieved using the query likelihood (QL) model [20] which served as the retrieval method in many reports on query-performance prediction [9, 26, 27, 10, 13, 18, 12, 19] . Specifically, let p(w|d) be the probability assigned to term w by a language model induced from d; then, S core(d; q) def = log qi∈q p(q i |d), where q i is a query term, is used to induce the corpus ranking. We used Dirichlet-smoothed unigram document language models [24] with the smoothing parameter μ set to 1000. The non-smoothed maximum likelihood estimate, which amounts to setting μ = 0, was used to measure document entropy. To compute the IDS measure introduced in Section 3.2, the inter-document similarity estimate (sim(d i , d j )) is defined as the exponent of the negative cross entropy between the non-smoothed language model of d i and the Dirichlet-smoothed language model (with μ = 1000) of d j .
To (further) examine the effect of spam documents on our prediction methods, we use an additional document result list created as follows. Documents suspected as spam, based on using the t spam threshold specified in Section 3.2, are removed from the QL ranking, top to bottom, until 1000 (presumably) non-spam documents are accumulated [2, 8] . These (presumably) non-spam documents constitute our second result list, QL-SR. Thus, we have two retrieved lists (QL and QL-SR) that serve as the basis for applying prediction; QL-SR presumably contains much fewer spam documents than QL. Accordingly, together with the 6 basic experimental settings described above, we have 12 settings using which we evaluate the prediction methods.
Prediction quality is measured, as is common [5] , using Pearson's correlation coefficient between scores assigned to queries by a prediction method and the actual average precision, at cutoff 1000, measured using relevance judgments.
We employ a train-test approach to set the free-parameter values of the prediction methods. Specifically, we apply the following procedure, independently, for the query sets in TREC 2009, TREC 2010 and TREC 2011. A query set is randomly split into two equal-sized sets. Each of the two sets serves once as the train fold and once as the test fold. Thus, each split results in two train sets used to serve two test sets. The free-parameter values that optimize prediction quality over the train set are applied on the test set. The prediction quality of a predictor for the split is its average prediction quality over the two test sets. We repeat the splitting process 30 times and report the average prediction quality. The same splits are used for Category A and Category B. Statistically significant differences of prediction quality are determined using the two-tailed paired t-test with a p-value of 0.05 computed with respect to the 30 splits.
The number of most highly ranked documents in the result list, k, considered by the various predictors, is set to a value in {5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000}. To construct a relevance model (RM1) [16] , which is used in Clr, QF and UEF, the number of terms and the Dirichlet smoothing parameter of the documents language models are selected from {50, 100} and {0, 1000}, respectively. For the IClr predictor, we set p to a value in {1, 10}. To construct RM1 for IClr the Dirichlet smoothing parameter is set to a value in {0, 1000}, as at the above. The value of ν qf , the QF overlap cutoff, is selected from {5, 10, 25, 50, 100}. For the PR quality measure, we use the publicly available un-normalized PR scores that were computed over the hyperlink graph of ClueWeb Category A. 2 We used Waterloo's spam classifier [8] for (i) constructing the QL-SR result list, and (ii) determining the set D NS of non-spam documents upon which the various query-independent quality measures are computed. Each document is assigned a score in [0, 100] by the classifier. The score represents the percentage of documents in the entire ClueWeb English collection (Category A) that are "spammier" than the document at hand. To create the QL-SR result list, we set t spam = 50 for Category B and t spam = 70 for Category A, based on previous recommendations [8] . To create the non-spam document set D NS , used for computing list-quality measures, the t spam threshold is set to a value in {0, 10, 20, ..., 90} for the QL result list; for the QL-SR list, t spam is set to a value in {50, 60, 70, 80, 90} for Category B and in {70, 80, 90} for Category A.
Pre-retrieval Predictors.
In what follows we use highly effective pre-retrieval predictors as reference comparisons to our methods. Some of these were recently shown to outperform effective post-retrieval predictors for ClueWeb-09B [12] .
The SCQ predictors measure the similarity between the query and the collection using the term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF) of a query term in the collection [25] . The Var predictors measure the variance of the TF.IDF values of a query term across the documents in the corpus it appears in [25] . The IDF predictors use the IDF value of a query term [9] . For each of the three types of predictors just mentioned, we analyzed the prediction quality when using the sum, average and maximum prediction value(s) assigned to the query terms. Using the sum of the per query-term values yields, in general, the best prediction quality. The resultant predictors, denoted SumSCQ, SumVar and SumIDF, serve for reference comparison below. The train-test approach described above is used for evaluating the prediction quality of these predictors, as is the case for all other prediction methods we study. Yet, we note that the pre-retrieval predictors do not incorporate free parameters. Integrating pre-retrieval predictors with quality measures is a future venue to explore.
Experimental Results
The prediction quality numbers are presented in Table 1 . We use LQ(X;Y) to indicate that the X quality measure is integrated with the Y basic predictor in Table 1 . Prediction quality of the LQ approach. The best result per an experimental setting and a basic post-retrieval predictor is boldfaced. The best result in an experimental setting (column) is underlined. ' ' marks a statistically significant difference with using the basic predictor alone. the LQ method. We focus here on the NS and SW2 quality measures as these turn out to be among the most effective we considered as we show later on. We also present the prediction quality for Cmb (Combine), which integrates all the quality measures. An additional reference comparison for LQ that we consider is a predictor that uses only the query-independent list quality measure (or Cmb) without integrating it with a basic predictor as in LQ. Our main observation based on Table 1 is that the LQ predictors yield prediction quality that transcends in a majority of the relevant comparisonsoften substantially and statistically significantly -that of the basic predictors when used alone. Furthermore, the LQ predictors outperform the pre-retrieval predictors; many of these improvements are quite substantial.
Interestingly, using the quality measures alone yields prediction quality that is in most cases superior to that of the pre-retrieval predictors and to that of the post-retrieval predictors when used alone. This finding further attests to the substantial merits of using document-quality measures for query-performance Table 2 . Comparing the prediction quality of using the various document quality measures in LQ. The best result per experimental setting and a basic predictor is boldfaced, and the best result per experimental setting (column) is underlined. ' ' marks a statistically significant difference with using the basic predictor alone. prediction on the Web. Yet, using the quality measures alone yields prediction quality that is inferior to that of integrating them with the post-retrieval predictors in our LQ approach. A closer look at Table 1 reveals the following. The Clr (Clarity) predictor is ineffective for the Web as was previously reported [1] . IClr, which was specifically designed for Web settings, shows some improvement over Clr, yet it is outperformed by almost all other basic predictors and by all the LQ predictors. Although QF and UEF are the most effective non-LQ predictors, when used as part of the LQ prediction method the prediction quality almost always improves.
The best prediction quality for an experimental setting (marked by underline) is obtained for the LQ predictor when integrated with either QF or UEF. For 11 out of the 12 experimental settings, the best prediction quality is attained when using the SW2 measure. This finding supports the benefit in quantifying the "richness" of language in a document and using the quantification as a document quality measure in the prediction task.
The Cmb (Combine) method, which integrates all the various quality measures, often yields lower prediction quality than that of using the highly effective NS and SW2 quality measures alone. This could be attributed to the simple product-based integration employed by Cmb. Using other (parameterized) integration approaches is left for future work.
The LQ methods are effective for both the QL (created without suspectedspam removal) and QL-SR (created using suspected-spam removal) result lists. The fact that using the NS measure for QL-SR is effective implies that this result list is not "clean of spam".
Comparing Document Quality Measures. The comparison of the prediction quality of using the various document quality measures is presented in Table  2 . We use QF and UEF for the basic predictors as these were found in Table 1 to be the most effective basic predictors when used alone. We can see in Table 2 that in a vast majority of the relevant comparisons integrating a basic predictor with a quality measure in LQ yields prediction quality that transcends that of using the basic predictor alone. As QF and UEF are state-of-the-art prediction methods in their own right, these findings attest to the substantial merits of utilizing document quality measures for predicting Web-search effectiveness. Table 2 also shows that IDS and PR (PageRank) are less effective, in most cases, than all other quality measures.
3 A case in point, the best prediction quality per column and basic predictor is never attained for IDS nor for PR. Thus, we see that quality measures that are solely based on the document content, rather than on its association with other documents, turn out to be the most effective for query-performance prediction among those we considered.
Conclusion
We addressed the task of query-performance prediction for Web search. We showed that using information induced from query-independent document quality measures, in addition to that utilized by previously proposed predictors, can yield prediction quality that is much better than the state-of-the-art.
